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       Machine intelligence is the last invention that humanity will ever need to
make. 
~Nick Bostrom

When we are headed the wrong way, the last thing we need is
progress. 
~Nick Bostrom

The first ultraintelligent machine is the last invention that man need
ever make, provided that the machine is docile enough to tell us how to
keep it under control. 
~Nick Bostrom

Are you living in a computer simulation? 
~Nick Bostrom

Knowledge about limitations of your data collection process affects
what inferences you can draw from the data. 
~Nick Bostrom

We should not be confident in our ability to keep a super-intelligent
genie locked up in its bottle forever. 
~Nick Bostrom

Human nature is a work in progress. 
~Nick Bostrom

Had Mother Nature been a real parent, she would have been in jail for
child abuse and murder. 
~Nick Bostrom

We would want the solution to the safety problem before somebody
figures out the solution to the AI problem. 
~Nick Bostrom
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For healthy adult people, the really big thing we can foresee are ways
of intervening in the ageing process, either by slowing or reversing it. 
~Nick Bostrom

There are some problems that technology can't solve. 
~Nick Bostrom
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